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In recent issues of Critical Care two papers regarding 
ICU mortality caught our eye: an interesting viewpoint 
article on preventable mortality by Dijkema and 
colleagues [1], and a research paper on the impact of ICU 
admission during morning rounds on mortality by de 
Souza and colleagues [2]. It appeared to us that an 
important factor to avoid preventable ICU deaths is not 
mentioned: the time period before the critically ill patient 
is finally admitted to the ICU.
As we know, early recognition of deteriorating patients 
in the nursing ward and in the emergency department 
followed by subsequent resuscitation treatment saves 
lives. e ICU patient admitted during morning rounds 
is usually already staying on the ward and has been 
deteriorating during the night: admission to the ICU 
might have been delayed during the night shift, resulting 
in a higher ICU mortality [2,3]. e same situation 
applies to patients admitted from the emergency depart-
ment, who are treated according to the appropriate 
protocols but – for logistic or other reasons – may have 
to wait for their necessary admission to the ICU in an 
environment that may be less suitable after the first acute 
treatment and stabilization.
In our university-hospital-based emergency department 
with 34,000 patients/year, 579 patients were admitted to 
the ICU in 2011: the average time spent in the emergency 
department was 3  hours and 4  minutes. We think it 
might be useful to include measures to shorten the time 
period prior to ICU admission in the evaluation of 
preventable ICU deaths.
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